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Terms of reference 

1. That Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education inquire into and report on the adequacy of the 
government’s response to teacher shortages and student outcomes in New South Wales, and in 
particular: 

(a) current and projected teacher shortages in NSW schools, including future supply and 
demand, 

(b) student outcomes, including the impact of technology on students, 

(c) student health and wellbeing, 

(d) current and projected enrolments, commencements and completions in Initial Teacher 
Education, 

(e) out-of-field teaching, merged classes and minimal supervision specifically for high school 
students, 

(f) the NSW Teacher Supply Strategy, and any initiative implemented by the NSW 
Government to encourage new teachers, expand opportunities for existing teachers or 
actively recruit candidates into teaching positions, 

(g) any incentive program to address regional shortages, 

(h) the employment of temporary and casual teachers, 

(i) any initiative implemented by the NSW Government to reduce administrative workload, 

(j) the impact of teacher shortages on educational outcomes, and 

(k) any other related matter. 

2. That the committee report by 25 February 2023. 

 
The terms of reference for the inquiry were self-referred by the committee on 9 January 2023. 
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Chair's foreword 

With this inquiry following soon after the committee's previous inquiry into teacher shortages in  
New South Wales, I reiterate my messages from the previous report: the NSW school education system 
is at a tipping point and sweeping change is needed now – to not only uplift the status of teaching in this 
state but to uplift school results and the lifetime opportunities of our young people. The evidence of this 
inquiry has only served to support this contention, and the committee's earlier findings and 
recommendations.  
 
I commend this report to the House. 
 
 

 
 
Hon Mark Latham MLC  
Committee Chair 
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Findings 

Finding 1 11 
The banning of mobile phones in schools is not supported by evidence and could lead to 
unintended consequences. 

Finding 2 11 
For the first time, teacher resignations have outstripped teacher retirements. 

Finding 3 12 
Teacher shortages are widespread and affect the education outcomes of students across the state, 
particularly those with special needs. 
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Conduct of inquiry 

The terms of reference for the inquiry were self-referred by the committee on 9 January 2023. 
 
The committee held two public hearings: the first was at Camden Civic Centre in Camden on  
1 February 2023, and the second was at Rydges Norwest Sydney in Baulkham Hills on 2 February 2023.  
 
Inquiry related documents are available on the committee's website, including hearing transcripts, tabled 
documents and additional information.  
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Chapter 1 Background 
This chapter provides background information about the inquiry, including details of the committee's 
previous inquiry and report into teacher shortages, and the NSW Government's response to its 
recommendations. It concludes by briefly outlining the purpose and timeline for the current inquiry. 

Overview of the previous inquiry into teacher shortages in New South Wales 

1.1 During the latter half of 2022, Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education conducted an inquiry 
into teacher shortages in New South Wales. The terms of reference for the inquiry were  
self-referred by the committee on 15 June 2022 and examined the following issues: 

• current teacher shortages  

• future demand and supply for teachers 

• out-of-field teaching, merged classes and minimal supervision  

• the NSW Teacher Supply Strategy 

• teaching workforce conditions and the status of the teaching profession 

• Initial Teacher Education  

• impacts related to COVID-19 and workplace mandates 

• the role and responsibilities of principals 

• the impact of central appointments prioritisation for teaching and principal roles 

• the impacts of incentives and the transfer point system on regional shortages 

• the approval to teach process in New South Wales 

• the impact of casualisation, temporary contracts and job insecurity 

• the measurement of staff turnover. 

1.2 The committee heard from a range of stakeholders, including approximately 11,000 participants 
who answered an online questionnaire. The committee received 255 submissions and one 
supplementary submission, and held four public hearings at Parliament House in Sydney. 

The previous report into teacher shortages in New South Wales 

1.3 The committee's final report, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher quality 
and teacher numbers in New South Wales, was tabled on 8 November 2022. The report concluded 
that to improve students' education outcomes and improve teacher supply, it is essential to lift 
the status of teaching and to treat teaching as a modern, dynamic, rewarding profession.1  

 
1  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, NSW Legislative Council, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting 

the status of teaching, teacher quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, p vii-viii. 
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1.4 The committee made 20 recommendations to address concerns raised during the inquiry, 
including that the NSW Government renegotiate the teachers' industrial agreement, and that 
the government ensure a rigorous and consistent program of independent classroom 
observation. Other recommendations considered Initial Teacher Education, data collection, and 
NSW Government programs and policies that address the teacher shortage.2 

1.5 A complete list of the committee's recommendations is available in Appendix 1. 

The NSW Government response to the previous report  

1.6 The NSW Government response to the committee's previous report was received on  
8 February 2023 from the Hon. Sarah Mitchell MLC, Minister for Education. The response 
acknowledged the complexity of the teacher shortages, provided a description of the current 
local and national supply landscape, and detailed the progress of the NSW Teacher Supply Strategy 
initiatives.3   

1.7 With regard to the committee's specific recommendations, there were 36 individual calls to 
action contained within the 20 recommendations of the report. In response to these, the  
NSW Government: 

• supported two recommendations 

• supported in principle eight recommendations  

• noted five recommendations 

• noted, with reference to existing policy, 15 recommendations 

• did not support six recommendations. 

1.8 The NSW Government response is available in full in Appendix 2. 

Current inquiry 

1.9 Following the conclusion of the previous inquiry into teacher shortages, the current inquiry was 
self-referred by the committee and commenced on 9 January 2023. This inquiry was an 
opportunity to consider the outcomes of the previous inquiry and to receive an update on 
teacher numbers as the new school year started. It has also allowed the committee to examine 
NSW Government initiatives to increase teacher supply and to explore the use of out-of-field 
teaching, merged classes and minimal supervision in depth. 

 

 

 
2  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher 

quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, p 23, p 28, pp 34-35, p 45. 
3  Correspondence from the Hon Sarah Mitchell MLC, Minister for Education, to the Clerk of the 

Parliaments, providing the government response to the inquiry to teacher shortages in New South 
Wales, 8 February 2023. 
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1.10 Noting the short timeframe for this inquiry, the committee conducted two public hearings on  
1 and 2 February 2023 and received evidence from key stakeholders, including the  
NSW Department of Education. Chapter 2 discusses the key issues presented in evidence during 
these hearings.  
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Chapter 2 Key issues 
This chapter examines key issues presented during this inquiry about teacher shortages and education 
outcomes in New South Wales, including the number of teacher and other staff vacancies in schools.  
It also considers the reasons and implications for teacher supply issues and NSW Government initiatives 
to overcome these concerns. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion about the use of mobile 
phones in classrooms. 

Teacher and other school staff supply in New South Wales 

2.1 As extensively discussed in the committee's initial report, there is an acute teacher shortage 
across New South Wales. Mr Angelo Gavrielatos, President of the NSW Teachers Federation, 
stated that despite the committee's call for decisive and immediate action to address this concern 
in November 2022, the teacher shortage is now a 'crisis' that extends across the state.4  
Other inquiry participants, including the Independent Education Union, the Secondary 
Principals' Council and the Hawkesbury Teachers Association, concurred noting the challenges 
to find teachers across all subject areas, levels of schooling and teaching, and geographical 
locations.5  

Permanent teacher vacancies 

2.2 The NSW Department of Education advised that as of 30 January 2023, there were  
2,168 permanent vacancies in NSW public schools; 66 per cent of which were teachers and the 
balance of which are executive and SAS staff.6 It was noted that this amounted to a significant 
reduction to the approximate 3,300 vacancies in November 2022.7  

2.3 Additionally, the department informed the committee that at the beginning of 2023, 
approximately 70 per cent of government schools had zero or one permanent teacher vacancy, 
and around 19 per cent of schools had between two and five vacancies.8 

2.4 Appendix 3 sets out advice from the NSW Department of Education regarding the number of 
permanent teacher vacancies for January 2018 – January 2023, and the demand and supply of 
teachers in NSW public schools from 2023-2026. 

 
4  Evidence, Mr Angelo Gavrielatos, President, NSW Teachers Federation, 1 February 2023, pp 2-3.  
5  See, Evidence, Ms Veronica Yewdall, NSW/ACT Branch Organiser and Assistant Secretary, 

Independent Education Union, 1 February 2023, p 11; Evidence, Mr David Towson, NSW/ACT 
Branch Organiser and Assistant Secretary, Independent Education Union, 2 February 2023, pp 10-
11; Evidence, Mr Craig Petersen, President, NSW Secondary Principals' Council, 1 February 2023, 
pp 27-28; Evidence, Ms Roschelle Morwood, President, Hawkesbury Teachers Association, 2 
February 2023, p 7. 

6  Evidence, Mr Shaun Ruming, Chief People Officer, NSW Department of Education, 2 February 
2023, p 31. 

7  Evidence, Mr Ruming, 2 February 2023, p 31. 
8  Evidence, Mr Murat Dizdar, Deputy Secretary, School Performance (South), NSW Department of 

Education, 2 February 2023, p 32; Additional information, NSW Department of Education,  
7 February 2023, p 2. 
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Temporary and casual teacher vacancies 

2.5 There was discussion during this inquiry about the number of temporary and casual teacher 
vacancies in schools. Evidence from stakeholders across both inquiries suggested that there is 
paucity of temporary and casual teachers in New South Wales.9  

2.6 The department advised that it is difficult to accurately reflect the number of temporary and 
casual vacancies on a given day as it is largely dependent on operational factors within schools.10 
This led to some concern amongst stakeholders about the underreporting of overall teacher 
vacancies11 and, as discussed in the committee's initial report, an inability to accurately 
understand the extent of the teacher shortage and improve workforce planning.12 The NSW 
Teachers Federation urged the NSW Department of Education to provide more accurate data 
about teacher vacancies to overcome these issues.13 

School Learning Support Officer and school counsellor vacancies  

2.7 Inquiry participants noted that there is a shortage of School Learning Support Officers (SLSOs) 
and school counsellors in schools. The committee heard that failure to staff these roles has 
significant impact on student wellbeing and learning, and teacher workload.14  

2.8 Stakeholders supported increasing the number of SLSOs.15 Indeed, the committee's initial 
report recommended that the NSW Government increase funding for SLSOs with a view to 
increasing their overall presence in schools.16  

2.9 Similarly, it was noted that there is a need to improve the ratio of school counsellors to 
students.17 The NSW Government advised that it has taken action to meet these needs, 
including allocating an additional 100 school counsellors to schools over the last four years.18 

 
9  See, Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, NSW Legislative Council, Great teachers, great schools: 

Lifting the status of teaching, teacher quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, pp 9-13; Evidence, Ms 
Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 11. 

10  Evidence, Mr Dizdar, 2 February 2023, pp 32- 33. 
11  See for example, Evidence, Mr Petersen, 1 February 2023, p 29. 
12  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher 

quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, pp 47-48. 
13  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 9. 
14  See, Evidence, Ms Libby Clarke, Vice-President, Marsden Park Public School P&C, 2 February 2023, 

pp 17-18; Evidence, Ms Morwood, 2 February 2023, p 5; Evidence, Ms Jocelyn Brewer, Child 
Psychologist, Former Teacher and School Counsellor, and Associate with the Centre for Digital 
Wellbeing, 2 February 2023, p 21. 

15  Evidence, Ms Clarke, 2 February 2023, p 18. 
16  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher 

quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, pp 42-43. 
17  Evidence, Ms Brewer, 2 February 2023, p 22. 
18  Evidence, Ms Leanne Nixon, Deputy Secretary, School Performance (South), NSW Department of 

Education, 2 February 2023, p 35. 
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The NSW Teacher Supply Strategy and other NSW Government actions to address 
supply concerns 

2.10 The NSW Government advised the committee of various actions it has taken to address supply 
concerns, including its NSW Teacher Supply Strategy and other initiatives.    

2.11 In 2021, the NSW Government released its NSW Teacher Supply Strategy, a 10-year  
evidence-based program to increase the supply of teachers by 3,700. The government 
committed $125 million over four years to support the strategy.19 In its initial report, the 
committee noted and concurred with stakeholder concerns about the strategy.20 During the 
committee's recent inquiry, Mr Gavrielatos said that the strategy had been a 'failure'. Specifically, 
he noted that the number of teacher vacancies had increased since the strategy was released.21  

2.12 Conversely, the NSW Department of Education advised that the strategy had been successful, 
with in excess of 460 people participating in its initiatives.22 The department noted the particular 
success of the Grow Your Own and Recruitment Beyond NSW programs and concluded: 'As 
a result of the interventions and progress to date, current modelling shows improved outlooks 
for teacher supply, with a surplus forecast at a macro level past 2027.'23 

2.13 The department also drew the committee's attention to other actions it had taken to increase 
teacher supply including: the Priority Recruitment Support initiative, the Rewarding Excellence 
in Teacher reform, the temporary workforce transition project, the Quality Time Program, and 
introducing a one-year, as opposed to two-year, Masters program for aspiring teachers.24 

2.14 The new postgraduate course, in particular, was discussed extensively during the inquiry. 
Numerous stakeholders raised concerns about the course, suggesting that it risked undermining 
teachers' standards and qualifications, may lower the status of teaching, and underprepare 
teachers to commence teaching, particularly their understanding of pedagogy.25 However, it was 
also noted that shortening the course could be a viable option if graduate teachers were provided 
'far better support' once they were in schools.'26 

Causes of the teacher shortage 

2.15 The committee heard that various factors contributed to teacher supply concerns. As discussed 
extensively during both inquiries, the acute staffing shortages in New South Wales schools is 
often caused by teachers' disillusionment with the nature and substance of their role and 

 
19  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher 

quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, p 34. 
20  Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher 

quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, pp 34-35. 
21  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 2. 
22  Evidence, Mr Ruming, 2 February 2023, p 30. 
23  Evidence, Mr Ruming, 2 February 2023, p 30 and p 38. 
24  Evidence, Mr Ruming, 2 February 2023, pp 30-31. 
25  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 5. Also, Evidence, Mr Petersen, 1 February 2023,  

pp 31-32. 
26  Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 16. 
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remuneration. The committee heard that, in large part, this was caused by: unsustainable 
workloads,27 administrative and accreditation burdens,28 uncompetitive salaries,29 systematic 
disempowerment of teacher voice and disregard for professional judgement,30 and, the 
precariousness of casual and temporary contracts.31  

2.16 Stakeholders also highlighted the increasing number of teachers, specifically graduates and 
principals, who are leaving the profession contribute to the teacher shortage.32 Indeed, the 
committee heard that for the first time ever, resignations have outpaced retirements.33  

2.17 The NSW Teachers Federation was emphatic that the NSW Government has known about 
these concerns for a number of years and contributed to the current crisis by failing to take 
effective action to adequately address these issues.34 

2.18 Separately, the NSW Department of Education emphasised that the increase in teachers taking 
sick leave significantly contributed to supply concerns last year. In fact, the department advised 
that teacher sick leave which was up over 52 per cent compared to 2021.35 It was acknowledged 
that since the COVID-19 pandemic, staff in all workplaces, including schools, have used sick 
leave more frequently.36  

Implications of the teacher shortage 

2.19 As examined in the committee's initial report, there are significant implications for schools 
experiencing teacher shortages. Again, during this inquiry there was discussion about shortages 
leading to merged classes, minimal classroom supervision and out-of-field teaching.37  

2.20 During this inquiry, stakeholders discussed the use of 'split classes', where students whose 
teacher is absent are sent to other classes to receive supervision.38 Ms Roschelle Morwood, 
President of the Hawkesbury Teachers Association, said this practice was one of the greatest 
challenges faced by teachers, and asserted that 'split' students cannot receive adequate guidance 
as teachers need to focus on their own class.39 

 
27  See, Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 17; Evidence, Ms Morwood, 2 February 2023, p 2. 
28  See, Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, pp 17-18; Evidence, Ms Morwood, 2 February 2023, 

pp 3-4 and p 6. 
29  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 2; Evidence, Mr Towson, 2 February 2023, p 12. 
30  Additional information, Ms Veronica Yewdall, NSW/ACT Branch Organiser and Assistant Secretary, 

Independent Education Union, 6 February 2023, p 1. 
31  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 4. 
32  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 4; Evidence, Mr Petersen, 1 February 2023, p 29. 
33  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 2. 
34  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, pp 2-3. 
35  Evidence, Mr Ruming, 2 February 2023, p 30. 
36  Evidence, Ms Clarke, 2 February 2023, p 16. 
37  See, Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 12; Evidence, Ms Kate Laney, Parent, 1 February 

2023, pp 20-21. 
38  See, Evidence, Ms Laney, 1 February 2023, p 20. 
39  Evidence, Ms Morwood, 3 February 2023, p 9. 
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2.21 There was significant concern about the detrimental impacts of these practices on student 
learning and engagement, and teacher dissatisfaction.40 For example, Ms Libby Clarke, Vice-
President of Marsden Park Public School P&C, told the committee that 'split classes' were 
considered a 'wasted day', and had 'no academic benefit', especially for her son who has 
additional needs.41  

2.22 Inquiry participants identified other consequences of the teacher shortages on students' 
education and wellbeing, including:  

• support staff are often redirected or redeployed to supervise classes leaving students who 
require their services without the additional support they require 42 

• graduate and early years teachers are required to teach senior classes43 

• teachers are unable to encourage students' individual interests44 

• teachers are unable to address undesirable behaviours, such as bullying45 

• it is challenging to timetable classes in high schools46/students have reduced access to 
broader aspects of the curriculum.47  

Stakeholder proposals to address concerns  

2.23 As discussed in Chapter 1, in November 2022, the committee made 20 recommendations to 
address the teacher shortage. The government response to these recommendations was received 
on 8 February and is set out in Appendix 2.  

2.24 During this inquiry, stakeholders repeatedly called on the NSW Government to improve 
teachers' pay and conditions.48 In addition to addressing these issues, Ms Veronica Yewdall, 
NSW/ACT Branch Assistant Secretary of the Independent Education Union, was unequivocal 
that restoring respect for teachers' professional judgement is vital for overcoming supply 
concerns: 

Rhetoric around the value of teachers, while certainly true, won't convince potential 
teachers to choose education over another career that provides appropriate professional 
pay. Dedicated, experienced and skilled teachers will not be convinced to remain in the 
profession without genuine measures to address workload and restore respect for 
professional judgement. Immediate removal of the salary cap and reduction of 

 
40  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, pp 2-3; Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 

12; Evidence, Ms Laney, 1 February 2023, p 20; Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education, Great teachers, 
great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales, pp 10-12. 

41  Evidence, Ms Clarke, 2 February 2023, p 15 and p 16. 
42  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 3. 
43  Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 12. 
44  Evidence, Ms Hanna Valenzuela, Parent, 1 February 2023, p 21. 
45  Evidence, Ms Valenzuela, 1 February 2023, p 22. 
46  Evidence, Mr Petersen, 1 February 2023, pp 27-28. 
47  Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, pp12-13. 
48  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 6. Also, Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 14. 
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unnecessary and duplicative workload are the only actions that will guarantee the 
ongoing existence of the teaching workforce NSW needs.49    

2.25 Stakeholders also advocated for the government to address the administration burden faced by 
teachers.50 Key proposed initiatives included: addressing 'initiative churn' and documentation 
requirements,51 using a central process to hire teaching staff,52 using incentives to recruit 
teachers to north-west Sydney,53 and allowing teachers who are recruited from overseas to begin 
accreditation processes before they arrive in Australia54 

2.26 Finally, there was wide-ranging support amongst inquiry participants for government schools 
to receive an appropriate level of funding to ensure students reach their full potential.55 

Mobile phones in classrooms 

2.27 A key issue raised during this inquiry centred around the use of mobile phones at schools. There 
was debate during the inquiry about whether mobile phones should be banned from schools. It 
was noted that the Government of South Australia has recently implemented a policy banning 
mobile phones from classrooms in government schools, and that this policy comes into effect 
from the second semester of 2023.56 

2.28 While stakeholders, such as Mr Gavrielatos from the NSW Teachers Federation, acknowledged 
phones can be a distraction,57 rather than placing an outright ban on mobile phones, the 
committee heard from inquiry participants, specifically Ms Jocelyn Brewer, Child Psychologist, 
Former Teacher and School Counsellor, and Associate with the Centre for Digital Wellbeing, 
and Ms Carla Wilshire, Chief Executive Officer of the Social Policy Group, who supported 
empowering students to better understand how and when it is appropriate to use technology.58  

2.29 Overall, it was considered prudent for the government to provide a broad policy framework for 
the use of mobile phones and other personal devices in schools, but for individual schools to 
have the flexibility to apply the policy as they see fit.59   

 
49  Additional information, Ms Yewdall, 6 February 2023, p 1. 
50  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 8. 
51  Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023, p 19. 
52  Evidence, Mr Petersen, 1 February 2023, p 31. 
53  Evidence, Mr Towson, 2 February 2023, p 10. 
54  Evidence, Mr Towson, 2 February 2023, p 10. 
55  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, pp 6-7; Evidence, Ms Yewdall, 1 February 2023,  

p 16. 
56  South Australia Department for Education, Mobile phones and personal devices at school, 30 January 

2023, https://www.education.sa.gov.au/parents-and-families/safety-and-wellbeing/bullying-and-
cyberbullying/using-mobile-phones-and-personal-devices-school. 

57  Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, p 7. 
58  Evidence, Ms Brewer, 2 February 2023, p 23; Evidence, Ms Carla Wilshire, Chief Executive Officer, 

Social Policy Group, 2 February 2023, p 24. 
59  See, Evidence, Mr Gavrielatos, 1 February 2023, pp 7-8; Evidence, Ms Brewer, 2 February 2023,  

pp 27-28. 
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Committee comment 

2.30 This inquiry was an opportunity for the committee to consider the outcomes of its previous 
inquiry into teacher shortages and to receive an update on any current or projected supply 
concerns as students commenced the new school year. Overall, the committee believes that the 
evidence presented during the hearings does not change the committee's earlier findings and 
recommendations.  

2.31 The committee acknowledges that as of 30 January 2023, there were approximately  
2,168 full-time permanent teacher vacancies in NSW public schools, and that this is a significant 
reduction from the number of vacancies reported in November 2022. However, the committee 
is disappointed that further information to clarify the full extent of total vacancies is not 
available. We reiterate the recommendations in the committee's previous report, specifically 
around the collection of data and call on the department to provide more fulsome information 
regarding the number of temporary and casual vacancies to ensure that a more accurate 
understanding of the teacher supply shortage can be ascertained and to support better workforce 
planning.  

2.32 The committee acknowledges the evidence provided during the hearings, particularly from the 
digital wellbeing experts, did not support an outright banning of mobile phones in schools.  
An outright ban does not provide consideration of students' individual circumstances or needs. 
Mobile phones are used by students for a multitude of reasons, particularly those with special 
needs, learning difficulties and anxiety; often providing a valuable learning resource or security 
blanket when issues arise. A policy of exemption for those students could lead to their being 
singled out by their peers, which would only further create issues with inclusiveness.  
The committee feels other policy measures for monitoring and accessing these devices is more 
appropriate. 

 

 Finding 1 

The banning of mobile phones in schools is not supported by evidence and could lead to 
unintended consequences. 

 

2.33 From the evidence received across both inquiries, it is clear to the committee that teacher 
shortages are widespread and affect the education outcomes of students across the state, 
particularly those with additional needs. We expect the NSW Government to, as a priority, 
continue pursuing initiatives to address teacher supply constraints to ensure future impacts are 
minimised, and ultimately, to support and meet our students' educational needs. 

 

 Finding  2 

For the first time, teacher resignations have outstripped teacher retirements. 
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 Finding 3 

Teacher shortages are widespread and affect the education outcomes of students across the 
state, particularly those with special needs. 
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Appendix 1 Recommendations of the previous report 
into teacher shortages in New South Wales  

Great teachers, great schools: Lifting the status of teaching, teacher quality and teacher numbers in New South Wales - 
Report of the inquiry into teacher shortages in New South Wales, November 2022. 

 

Recommendation 1: That the NSW Government acknowledge that the best way of dealing with the 
long term problem of teacher shortages is to substantially lift the status of teaching, to return it to a 
highly valued and honoured profession in the eyes of the public and school leavers in particular. This 
means adopting modern professional standards and expectations for teachers' performance, working 
conditions, scrutiny, enhanced professional development, promotion, job certainty and financial 
rewards. 

Recommendation 2: That the NSW Government implement a new system of providing casual relief 
across the system based on permanent relief staff on the model developed through the Casual 
Supplementation Pilot. 

Recommendation 3: That the NSW Government expand initiatives to enable existing teachers 
employed by the NSW Department of Education to attain infield expertise in high-demand subjects 
through the availability of scholarships and expanded paid study leave provisions. 

Recommendation 4: That the NSW Government fast track implementation of the Grow Your Own 
initiative that seeks to actively recruit candidates into the teaching profession from within rural and 
remote communities that have difficulty recruiting and retaining teachers. 

Recommendation 5: That the NSW Government: 

• renegotiate the teachers’ industrial agreement to review working conditions, 
converting these concessions into higher teacher pay, especially in the years after initial 
recruitment (5-15 years of service)  

• give special recognition to and develop faster promotion pathways for teachers with 
strong value-added performance  

• consider adopting the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership 
recommendation for $30,000 scholarships as an important way of overcoming 
workforce blockages – in attracting talented school leavers and mid-career-changers 
to teaching, in fast-tracking the promotion and career progress of young talented 
teachers, and in recruiting more in-field specialist teachers  

• advocate for national changes to the Highly Accomplished and Lead Teacher program 

• ensure that teachers and students benefit from a rigorous, consistent program of 
independent classroom observation, bringing all NSW teachers up to high-quality, 
evidence-based classroom practice. This is particularly important for new teachers in 
developing their practical skills to a high standard. 
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Recommendation 6: That, to substantially improve initial teacher training in New South Wales, the 
NSW Government:  

• announce a teacher recruitment policy giving priority to localised training models 

• provide additional funding support for Alphacrusis University College and lobby the 
Australian Government to give it eligibility for Commonwealth supported places 

• ensure continuity of funding support for Country Universities Centres (CUCs) and 
provide CUC trainee teachers with paid work opportunities in local regional schools, 
such as Student Learning and Support Officers 

• call on universities to improve their Initial Teacher Education programs and maintain 
a high entry standard for Initial Teacher Education degrees 

• again inform NSW universities they need to make the appropriate change to Literacy 
and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education timing, so that each of them brings 
it forward to within the first year of teacher training  

• ensure teaching is sufficiently attractive and financially viable to entice even more 
high-achieving students into teaching. 

Recommendation 7: That the NSW Government develop a digital allocation system for teacher 
training placements to ensure placements meet anticipated future school needs. 

Recommendation 8: That the NSW Government work with the Commonwealth Government and 
tertiary education providers to develop a Masters of Teaching model which involves one year of 
university study and one year of paid in-school placement, tied to schools with identified need to 
increase the number of in-field teachers, where practical. 

Recommendation 9: That the NSW Government formally recognise the importance of in-field 
specialist teaching as a vital contributor to student success. In setting ambitious targets for in-field 
teaching the NSW Government should collect and publish detailed data on in and out-of-field 
teaching in its schools. 

Recommendation 10: That the NSW Department of Education establish a new program of 
Specialist Teaching Scholarships (set at $30,000 in line with the Behavioural Economics Team of the 
Australian Government research and Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership 
recommendation) be provided in initial teacher education and for mid-career-change teachers 
entering the public education system, to meet the targets in Recommendation 9. 

Recommendation 11: That the NSW Government streamline and integrate the Approval to Teach 
process with initial teacher education, to reduce barriers for initial teacher education students to 
transition into teaching. This includes the Department of Education developing a digital solution with 
initial teacher education providers to source student transcripts and course results directly from 
universities instead of requiring students to collate this manually. 

Recommendation 12: That the NSW Government revise and update the NSW Teacher Supply Strategy 
by adopting the recommendations in this report. 
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Recommendation 13: That, to better address the needs of children with behavioural problems, the 
NSW Government increase funding for School Learning Support Officers (SLSOs), with a view to 
increasing their overall presence, and also permanently allocating them to schools, rather than an 
individual student. Further, that it provide adequate places in Schools for Specific Purposes for 
students who would benefit from this model. 

Recommendation 14: That the NSW Government recognise that one way of reducing the teacher 
paperwork load is to restore discipline and order in our schools. The decline in disciplinary standards 
and policies in recent decades needs to be reversed. Chaotic classrooms and playgrounds are not only 
bad for student learning, they create a huge workload on teachers, drawing them away from their core 
instructional role. The model of structured classroom order at Marsden Road Public School (based 
on London’s highly successful Michaela School), for example, minimises 'teacher tell' time and 
maximises productive learning time. This success needs to be replicated across the government school 
sector. 

Recommendation 15: That the NSW Department of Education ensure that its current program to 
reduce the administrative burden on teachers does not jeopardise the collection of essential data on 
student performance. 

Recommendation 16: That the NSW Department of Education: 

• collect teacher exit interview data, collating resignation numbers, demographic data 
and information on why they resign 

• monitor and address the reasons for the alarming rise in new teacher attrition  

• organise and provide funding and resources for a comprehensive induction program 
for new teachers, with mentors and contacts who can assist them in the early years of 
adjusting to their new career  

• centrally collect data about school requirements for and use of casual and temporary 
teachers, including their turnover/resignation rates  

• accurately reflect the number of teachers in schools, and how many are casual, 
permanent or temporary  

• collect data on the numbers of: 
− active teachers available to work in the Department’s casual teacher pool (as 

opposed to those technically still eligible to work but who are no longer looking 
for casual work)   

− teachers on recurrent temporary employment contracts   
− temporary teachers who have indicated they would prefer to be permanent   
− casual teachers who have indicated they would prefer to be temporary or 

permanent. 

Recommendation 17: That the NSW Government acknowledge the inability of the 
casual/temporary teacher workforce to fill the gaps of critical teacher shortages in government 
schools over the past two years. Given the decline in the availability of these teachers, the NSW 
Department of Education should create a significant number of additional permanent, full-time 
teacher positions, thereby reducing future reliance on casuals and temps who have diminished in 
number. 
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Recommendation 18: That the NSW Government, in attracting more high-quality people into 
teaching, should use the de-casualisation initiative in Recommendation 17 as a selling point, offering 
greater job security across the New South Wales teaching profession. 

Recommendation 19: That the NSW Government acknowledge: 

• the way in which its vaccination mandates infringed on the rights of NSW Department 
of Education employees to make their own health choices 

• the ultimate ineffectiveness of the vaccination program against transmission of the 
COVID-19 Omicron strains BA 4&5  

• the severe staffing shortages caused by the mandates, a hardship on students and staff 
which should not be repeated in future pandemics. 

Recommendation 20: That the NSW Government create an automatic right of return to 
employment within the Department of Education to help address teacher shortages for all mandate-
affected school and departmental staff. 
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Appendix 2 Government response to the previous 
report into teacher shortages in New 
South Wales  
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Appendix 3 Teacher vacancies from January 2018 - 
January 2023, and demand and supply of 
teachers in NSW public schools from 2023 -
2026 

Table 1: Number of permanent teacher vacancies for January 2018 – January 2023 
 

Year Number of permanent teacher vacancies 

2018 1,727 

2019 1,572 

2020 1,306 

2021 1,314 

2022 2,269 

2023 2,168 
Evidence, Mr Shaun Ruming, Chief People Officer, NSW Department of Education, 2 February 2023, p 32. 

 
 

Table 2: Projected demand and supply of teachers in NSW public schools from 2023 -
2026 (FTE) 
 

Year Number of teachers in 
demand 

Number of teachers in 
supply 

2023 71,021 84,199 

2024 71,546 83,131 

2025 72,164 82,065 

2026 72,704 81,013 
Evidence, Mr Shaun Ruming, Chief People Officer, NSW Department of Education, 2 February 2023, p 35. 
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Appendix 4 Witnesses at hearings  

Date Name Position and Organisation 

Wednesday 1 February 2023 
Ferguson Gallery,  
Camden Civic Centre 
Camden  

Mr Angelo Gavrielatos President, NSW Teachers 
Federation 

Ms Veronica Yewdall NSW/ACT Branch Assistant 
Secretary, Independent Education 
Union 

 Ms Kate Laney Parent 

 Ms Hanna Valenzuela Parent 

 Mr Craig Petersen 

 

President, NSW Secondary 
Principals' Council 

Thursday 2 February 2023 
Heritage Room 
Rydges Norwest Sydney 
Baulkham Hills 

Ms Roschelle Morwood  President, Hawkesbury Teachers 
Association  

Mr David Towson 

 

NSW/ACT Branch Assistant 
Secretary, Independent Education 
Union 

 Ms Libby Clarke  Vice-President, Marsden Park 
Public School P&C 

 Ms Carla Wilshire 
(Via videoconference) 

Chief Executive Officer, Social 
Policy Group  

 Ms Jocelyn Brewer Child Psychologist, Former 
Teacher and School Counsellor, 
and Associate with the Centre for 
Digital Wellbeing 

 Mr Murat Dizdar 

 

Deputy Secretary, School 
Performance (South), NSW 
Department of Education 

 Ms Leanne Nixon Deputy Secretary, School 
Performance (North), NSW 
Department of Education 

 Mr Shaun Ruming Chief People Officer, NSW 
Department of Education 
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Appendix 5 Minutes 

Minutes no. 75 
Monday, 9 January 2023 
Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education 
Via videoconference, at 10.01 am 

 
1. Members present 

Mr Latham, Chair 
Mr Fang, Deputy Chair 
Ms Boyd (from 10.06 am) 
Mr D'Adam 
Mr Farlow 
Ms Houssos 
Mrs MacDonald 

2. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Fang: That draft minutes no. 74 be confirmed. 

3. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following item of correspondence:  

Received: 
• 21 December 2022 – Letter from the Hon Courtney Houssos MLC, the Hon Anthony D'Adam MLC 

and Ms Abigail Boyd MLC requesting a meeting of Portfolio Committee No. 3 to consider a proposed 
self-reference into teacher shortages and education outcomes in NSW. 

4. Consideration of terms of reference  
The Chair tabled a letter proposing the following self-reference: 

Inquiry into teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South Wales 

1. That Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education inquire into and report on the adequacy of the 
government's response to teacher shortages and student outcomes in New South Wales, in 
particular: 

(a)  current and projected teacher shortages in NSW schools, including future supply and 
demand,   

(b)  student outcomes, including the impact of technology on students,   

(c)  student health and wellbeing, 

(d) current and projected enrolments, commencements and completions in Initial Teacher 
Education, 

(e) out-of-field teaching, merged classes and minimal supervision specifically for high school 
students, 

(f) the NSW Teacher Supply Strategy, and any initiative implemented by the NSW 
Government to encourage new teachers, expand opportunities for existing teachers or 
actively recruit candidates into teaching positions, 

(g) any incentive program to address regional shortages, 

(h) the employment of temporary and casual teachers, 

(i) any initiative implemented by the NSW Government to reduce administrative workload, 
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(j) the impact of teacher shortages on educational outcomes, and 

(k) any other related matter. 

2. That the committee report by 25 February 2023. 

Mr Fang moved: That the terms of reference be amended by omitting paragraphs (b), (c), (e), (f), (g), (h), (j) 
and (k).  

Debate ensued. 

Question put. 

The committee divided. 

Ayes: Mr Fang, Mr Farlow and Mrs MacDonald. 

Noes: Ms Boyd, Mr D'Adam, Mrs Houssos and Mr Latham. 

Question resolved in the negative. 

Mrs Houssos moved: That the terms of reference as drafted be adopted. 

Question put. 

The committee divided. 

Ayes: Ms Boyd, Mr D'Adam, Mrs Houssos and Mr Latham. 

Noes: Mr Fang, Mr Farlow and Mrs MacDonald. 

Question resolved in the affirmative. 

5. Conduct of the inquiry into teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South Wales 

5.1 Proposed activity and timeline 
The committee noted that given the recent inquiry into related issues there was no need to call for 
submissions. 

Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee adopt the following timeline for the 
administration of the inquiry: 

• No call for submissions 
• Media release distributed – 9 January 2023 
• Hearings – 1 and 2 February 2023 (north west and south west Sydney) 
• Table report by 25 February 2023.  

5.2 Advertising  
The committee noted that all inquiries are advertised via Twitter, Facebook, stakeholder emails and a media 
release distributed to all media outlets in New South Wales. 

 
6. Adjournment 

The committee adjourned at 10.13 am until 1 February 2023 (public hearing). 

 

Kate Mihaljek 
Committee Clerk 
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Minutes no. 76 
Wednesday 1 February 2023 
Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education 
Ferguson Gallery, Camden Civic Centre, Camden, at 10.42 am 

 
1. Members present 

Mr Latham, Chair 
Ms Boyd (via WebEx) 
Mr D'Adam 
Mr Farlow 
Mrs Houssos 
Mrs MacDonald 

2. Apologies 
Mr Fang 

3. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That draft minutes no. 75 be confirmed. 

4. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following item of correspondence:  

Received: 
• 23 January 2023 – Email from Ms Hanna Braga, to secretariat, declining the committee's invitation to 

appear as a witness and suggesting other representatives from Gregory Hills  
• 29 January 2023 – Email from Ms Robyn Evans, President, Primary Principals' Association to secretariat, 

advising that she is unable to appear as a witness due to a family emergency  
• 30 January 2023 – Email from Ms Robyn Evans, President, Primary Principals' Association to secretariat, 

advising that all principals on the Executive are also unable to appear as witnesses. 

Sent: 
• 27 January 2023 – Letter from the Chair to Mr Peter Sidgreaves MP, Member for Camden, advising of 

the hearing at Camden Civic Centre, Camden on 1 February 2023  
• 27 January 2023 – Letter from the Chair to the Hon David Elliott MP, Member for Baulkham Hills, 

advising of the hearing at Rydges Norwest, Baulkham Hills on 2 February 2023. 

5. Inquiry into teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South Wales 

5.1 Post-hearing responses  
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That, for the hearings on 1 and 2 February 2022, transcript 
corrections, clarifications to evidence and additional information be provided within 24 hours of the receipt 
of the transcript by the witness. 

5.1 Public hearing 
The witness and the media were admitted. 

The Chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings and other matters. 

The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Mr Angelo Gavrielatos, President, NSW Teachers Federation 

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 

The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Ms Veronica Yewdall, NSW/ACT Branch Assistant Secretary, Independent Education Union 

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 
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The following witnesses were sworn and examined: 
• Ms Kate Laney, Parent 
• Ms Hanna Valenzuela, Parent  

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew. 

The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Mr Craig Petersen, President, NSW Secondary Principals' Council 

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 

The public hearing concluded at 2.20 pm. 

6. Adjournment 
The committee adjourned at 2.22 pm, until Thursday 2 February (public hearing). 

 
Kate Mihaljek 
Committee Clerk 
 
 
Minutes no. 77 
Thursday 2 February 2023 
Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education 
Heritage Room, Rydges Norwest Sydney, Baulkham Hills, at 10.32 am  

 
1. Members present 

Mr Fang, Deputy Chair 
Ms Boyd  
Mr D'Adam 
Mr Farlow 
Mrs Houssos 
Mrs MacDonald 

2. Apologies 
Mr Latham 

3. Inquiry into teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South Wales 

3.1 Public hearing 
The witness and the media were admitted. 

The Deputy Chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings and other matters. 

The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Ms Roschelle Morwood, President, Hawkesbury Teachers Association 

Ms Morwood tabled the following document: 

• 5/6 MS Timetable Term 4 

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 

The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Mr David Towson, NSW/ACT Branch Assistant Secretary, Independent Education Union 

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 
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The following witness was sworn and examined: 
• Ms Libby Clarke  

The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew. 

The following witnesses was sworn and examined: 
• Ms Carla Wilshire, Chief Executive Officer, Social Policy Group (via WebEx) 
• Ms Jocelyn Brewer, Child Psychologist, Former Teacher and School Counsellor, and Associate with the 

Centre for Digital Wellbeing 

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew. 

The following witnesses was sworn and examined: 
• Mr Murat Dizdar, Deputy Secretary, School Performance (South), NSW Department of Education 
• Ms Leanne Nixon, Deputy Secretary, School Performance (North), NSW Department of Education 
• Mr Shaun Ruming, Chief People Officer, NSW Department of Education 

Mr Ruming tabled the following document: 

• DoE opening statement 

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew. 

The public hearing concluded at 3.07 pm. 

3.2 Tendered documents 
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee accept and publish the following documents 
tendered during the public hearing: 

• 5/6 MS Timetable Term 4 

• DoE opening statement. 

4. Adjournment 
The committee adjourned at 3.08 pm, until Monday 20 February (report deliberative). 

 
Kate Mihaljek 
Committee Clerk 
 
 
Draft Minutes no. 78 
Monday 20 Feburary 2023 
Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education 
Jean Garling Room, State Library of New South Wales, Sydney, at 10.03 am 

 
1. Members present 

Mr Latham, Chair 
Mr Fang Deputy Chair 
Ms Boyd (via WebEx) 
Mr D'Adam (via WebEx) 
Mr Farlow (via WebEx) 
Mrs Houssos 
Mrs MacDonald 

2. Previous minutes 
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs MacDonald: That draft minutes no. 76 and 77 be confirmed. 
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3. Correspondence 
The committee noted the following items of correspondence: 

Received: 
• 1 February 2023 – Ms Samantha Beresford, Head of Government Relations and Regional Engagement, 

Office of Engagement and Enterprise, Charles Sturt University, providing a proposed submission to the 
inquiry. 

4. Inquiry into teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South Wales 

4.1 Additional information 
The committee noted that the following additional information from witnesses was published by the 
committee clerk, as agreed by the committee: 

• 6 February 2023 – Email from Ms Veronica Yewdall, NSW/ACT Branch Assistant Secretary, 
Independent Education Union  

• 6 February 2023 – Email from Ms Hanna Valenzuela  
• 6 February 2023 – Email from Mr David Towson, NSW/ACT Branch Assistant Secretary, Independent 

Education Union  
• 7 February 2023 – Document from the Hon Sarah Mitchell MLC, Minister for Education and Early 

Education. 

4.2 Consideration of Chair's draft report  
The Chair submitted his draft report entitled 'Teacher shortages and education outcomes in New South 
Wales', which, having been previously circulated, was taken as being read. 

Chapter 2 

Mr Fang moved: That the following new committee comment and finding be inserted after paragraph 2.32: 

'The committee acknowledges the evidence provided during the hearings, particularly from the digital 
wellbeing experts, did not support an outright banning of mobile phones in schools. An outright ban does 
not provide consideration of student’s individual circumstances or needs. Mobile phones are used by 
students for a multitude of reasons, particularly those with special needs, learning difficulties and anxiety; 
often providing a valuable learning resource or security blanket when issues arise. A policy of exemption 
for those students could lead to their being singled out by their peers, which would only further create 
issues with inclusiveness. The committee feels other policy measures for monitoring and accessing these 
devices, is more appropriate. 

 Finding X 

The banning of mobile phones in schools is not supported by evidence and could lead to unintended 
consequences.' 

Mrs Houssos moved: That the motion of Mr Fang be amended by inserting at the end of Finding X: 

 'The best policy is to acknowledge the importance of mobile phones on public transport to and from 
school, for emergency purposes, and for special needs students. As much as possible, though, schools 
should not allow classroom and playground use of mobile phones, and encourage face-to-face 
communication between friendship groups.'  

Amendment by Mrs Houssos put. 

The committee divided. 

Ayes: Mr D'Adam, Mrs Houssos, Mr Latham  

Noes: Ms Boyd, Mr Fang, Mr Farlow, Mrs MacDonald. 

Amendment of Mrs Houssos resolved in the negative. 

Original question of Mr Fang put. 
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The committee divided. 

Ayes: Ms Boyd, Mr Fang, Mr Farlow, Mrs MacDonald  

Noes: Mr D'Adam, Mrs Houssos, Mr Latham. 

Question of Mr Fang resolved in the affirmative. 

Mrs Houssos moved: That the following new findings be inserted after paragraph 2.32: 

'Finding X 

For the first time, teacher resignations have outstripped teacher retirements.' 

'Finding X 

Teacher shortages are widespread and affect the education outcomes of students across the state, 
particularly those with special needs.' 

Question of Mrs Houssos put and passed. 

Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That: 

The draft report as amended be the report of the committee and that the committee present the report to 
the House; 

The transcripts of evidence, tabled documents, additional information, and correspondence relating to the 
inquiry be tabled in the House with the report; 

Upon tabling, all unpublished tabled documents and correspondence relating to the inquiry, be published 
by the committee, except for those documents kept confidential by resolution of the committee; 

The committee secretariat correct any typographical, grammatical and formatting errors prior to tabling; 

The committee secretariat be authorised to update any committee comments where necessary to reflect 
changes to recommendations or new recommendations resolved by the committee; 

Dissenting statements be provided to the secretariat within 24 hours after receipt of the draft minutes of 
the meeting; 

The secretariat is tabling the report at 9.30 am on Friday 24 February 2023. 

5. Adjournment 
The committee adjourned at 10.21 am. 

 

Kate Mihaljek 
Committee Clerk 
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